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PROCEEDINGS
HR a CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Nest is Lewis v. BT

Investment Managers.
Mr. Griswold, you may proceed whenever you are

ready.
ORAL ARGUMENT OF ERWIN N„ GRISWOLD, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF THE APPELLANT 
MRo GRISWOLD: Hay it please the Court, this case 

is her® on appeal from a three-judge District Court in the 
Northern District of Florida. It is a constitutinal case in 
the commerce clause area relating to hanks. It involves 
specifically the validity of two Florida statutes duly enacted 
by the Florida legislature, designed to prevent activities in 
Florida by subsidiaries of out-of-Sfcate bank holding companies.

The first of these statutes, section 659.141 of the 
Florida statute, as amended, effective in December 1972. This 
is set out in full in Appendix A at the close of the appellant's 
brief that is the red brief -- the appendices are separately 
paginated but 1 think it can be easily found at the beginning 
of Appendix A -- the part which is relevant in this case is 
at the beginning of the section on the first half of page A-l. 
Except as provided in subsection (3), no bank, trust company 
or holding company, the operations of which are principally 
(joncucted outside this State, shall acquire, retain or own 
directly all or substantially all the assets of or control over
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any bank or trust company having a place of business in the 

State where the business of banking or trust business or 

functions are conducted. That is the first part, a bank or 

a trust company or require, or retain, or own all or substantially 

all of the assets of or control over any business organisation 

having a place of business in the State where, or from which
A f', \

isfformatious investment advisory services in this State.

Mow, that statute was amended in 1972 and reads: 1 p
in'? its present form, that prior to that it had been applicable 

only to the frendering of investment services to banks. But the

restriction of the banks was taken out in December 1972.
' . V:

It will be seen that this bars an out-of-State
f ■ ■ _ .

bankholding company from Cl) ruling any bank or trust company 

having a place of business in the State, and it also bars out- 

of-state bank holding company from owning a subsidiary having 

a place of business in Florida from which it furnishes invest--*

raent advisory service.

The second of the Florida statutes is section 660.10 

and that is in appendis B at the ©loss of the appellant’s red- 

covered brief. and the essential part of it is that no one 

except a bank and trust company incorporated under the laws of 

the State, and having trust powers, except the national bank 

located in the State and having trust powers, can exercise 

any of the following powers, which include acting as executor, 

guardian, trustee, trustee in various situation, receiver,
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assignee, fiscal agent, and so on, barring anybody but Florida 

corporations from conducting the trust business in Florida.

You will Sae that fits in with the corresponding provision in 

the other section.

•QUESTION: Mr. Griswold, do you think that the effect

©f these statutes would bar an individual who did not wish to 

limit his liability from going into Florida and rendering these 

services?

MRo GRISWOLD s Mot under the law. It is only 

applicable — an individual would have to incorporate in 

Florida but if ha could not —
■ 5 • ■$

.

QUESTION: What if he didn't want to incorporate at
: v

all? ■ .

MR* GRISWOLD: He — wall, I would have to read the
■ i I; ' . ^ ‘ i
language of the statute to see just how it applies to an 

individual. •’
i

1 QUESTION: 1 was looking at Fage A2 of your appendix
I ; i \ ■

' | §' j '* i t :■ .j •:
and on section 2 there it says» referring to the business

organisation’, controls in any manner the, election of a majority
i ■■■ -■
\©f: the directors or trues tees of the bank, trust or holding 

company. And then section 1 before that says that business 

organisations, directly or indirectly, acting through on®' or 

nor® persons owns or controls 25 percent' of the shares of any 

class of voting security, well that language to me connotes a 

corporation --
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MR0 GRISWOLDs In section 660.10, and I am looking at 
itf it is plainly applicable only to corporations. It does not 
apply to individuals, you could have private individuals

sacting as trustees in Florida in the trust business. And 
the section has no relation to it.

QUESTION: Mr. Griswold, before you leave the statute,
do 3' correctlv --band that 659.141 would prohibit the
formation of a subsidiary to engage in the investment advisory 
business? Whereas, 660.11 would permit an out-of-State bank 
to own a local subsidiary if it is provided by Florida
charter?

MRs GRISWOLD: Ab far as the Florida statute is 
concerned, it would. There are other -~

QUESTION: X have soma question as to whether we
really have to decide anything about 660., the second statute, 
because I don't see that they ever tried to do that.

MR* GRISWOLD: I agree with you entirely, Mr. Justice? 
however, the court below did grant an injunction against the 
enforcement of 669.141 and entered a declaration that 660.10 
was unconstitutional.

In view of that stand, the result is essentially the 
same, v?ith respect to trust companies. But I think the operatie 
opsrativo statute is 559.141.
i • 659.141.

The court below hold that first of the statutes was
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unconstitutional as applied to trust and investment advisory 
services as an interference with interstate commerce. In the 
Court's words» this parochial legislation must be viewed par 
se unconstitutional. It enjoined the enforcement of the statute 
©xe©pt as to -- or except with banks. If also gave a declaratory 
judgment t© section @60.10, is invalid as violative of the 
esMersa clause.

QUESTIONS The District Court had originally abstain 
ad, had it not, and than been reversed by the --

MRo GRI§f;?OLBs It had never ba®n reversed by the 
Fifth Circuit and went back and they then decided the case.•

It is .our contention that neither of these Florida
■ sf-

statutory provisions violates the commerce clause as under- 
standing the', effect of that clause has been developed in the 
teachings of:, this Court.

As.' this
-v.; Oklahoma',.; just

Court recantly said in its decision in Hughes 
last April, the cases defining the scope

■j . •' i ■•! : ■:

of permissible State regulation in areas' of congressional 
alienca reflect an often controversial ©valuation of the rules 
t© accommodate Federal &n& State interests, And that is what

• l yV' ’ '■

we1 have involved in this ease.

She eases shew that for the purposes of applying the 
commerce clause as & limitation ©a State power, the definition 

of State commerce, while broad, is not without limit. One of

the eases which we discussed in our brief is United States v.
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the Oregon State Medical Society, which found that loca3 

personal services were not interstate commerce for the purpo'ses 

involved in that case.

Similarly, 1 would point out that this case does not 

involve movement of goods across State lines as in Philadelphia 

v. Maw Jersey. The case upon which the Court below primari*v 

riled in Hughes v. Oklahoma, nor does it involve any 

restrictions on tfo® meanings of transportation of g'oods such as 

a Jrailroad or trucking company or airlines.

i
4

I;
V •’

i;

In this case the subject of commerce is the provision
J

f-
i i

of; a personal services on a local basis. The nexus with inter-
w ■ ?i ' • 'iiK pH 4 : ; / •• Hfstate commerce is much less obvious and proof ot the substantial
I* if ■ '•* % K ■’

\ , •••, i , • .ij | • V 'effect of in-tarstata commerce is required before a Stats
ml I.restriction (Joan be :struck down.

But there is no wucl. showing
#;4| . #•' t| ;#i4 #i

effect on inters tat© commerce here, no direct evidence of .any

d;f a substantial adverseH
Y ; : hh 
I : .
i H.

..■i;:

7
1 ..4#
i •

I-'-' c:o*rt was presented on that matter in the’ trial court* The
■ i : - ' •?: . v ,/hV Ah ; ' './44;

oboe was tried entirely on the stipulation which is sot out
, \ # ' '

in full text on pages 22 to 25 of the appendix, the court below
;| ib;

hypothesise3' the necessary effect on interstate commerce. The 

court expressly acknowledged that that there was no direct 

evidence of that effect in this case. The appellees were the 

plaintiffs in -the court below and it is difficult, if not 

impossible, i© conclude that they written their burden of 

proof on this ©lemement.
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We have discussed a number of cases in our brief, 

but the case which is closest to this, I believe, is tha 

decision two years ago in Exxon Corporation v„ Governor of 

Maryland.

It is appropriate I think to point out that the 

court below didn’t even discuss the Exxon case. It didn’t 

even eit© it in its opinion, even though it is I think clearly 

the closest case. It involved the Maryland statute which 

prohibited all producers and refiners of petroleum products 

from operating retail service stations in Maryland» or from 

discriminating between customers in Maryland.

Now, there are no producers or refiners of petroleum 

products in Maryland, which everyone knew, it is suggested in 
thje other side’s brief here, that this statute is bad because

it is discriminatory on its face whereas the Maryland statute
' -»

was not. But this Court said in the Hughes v, Oklahoma case 

last week that a statute must be determined as to whether it

is discriminatory on its face or in its operation and effect.
. i > And the impact cf the statute in the Exxon case was 

entirely on out-of-State refiners and producers which operatic- 

service stations in Maryland.

This Court noted thnt statute did not totally block 

z\z::. rs of petroleum from entering into a market 

d this statute did not totally block extra-state corporations, 

individuals,' businesses „ ethos than banks and bank holding
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holding companies from entering the Florida market.

QUESTION: Well, how do you enter the Florida

market under these statutes; how would a New York bank enter 

the Florida market?

MR3 GRISWOLD: The Hew York bank can’t enter the 

market but Paine, Weber, Jackson a Curtis can open an office and 

got investment advice in Haw York. Standard & Poor’s, which 

pats ©ut much investment service, can open an office and give 

investment advice frcm New Y©rk.

Anyone --

QUEHSTSOBIt But banks and trust companies,

©specially trust companies who are usually in the business, of

f./ giving investment :—

tmT GRISWOLDs. Any sort ~

Qti'E'STI'ON»; -— they can't enter the market at all.
? •" ! ; ■ •

MR 0 'GlIShfOL:): So our —U II - ’
QliSSTl’OHs Yes, but in any way they cannot enter the

■ .. ' • \
<;■ ■. ;• '■'< '; a;.. ■

, ■*!*;••.!} -i >.y ,:y :

^ * •; y I' /' <• •« . i ■

MR?, GRISWOLD0 It is quite true. The effect of -- 

QUESTIONe Kithe.p as a subsidiary or directly.

MR * GRISWOLDs Either directly or as — through a 

subsidiary, they cannot enter this —

QUESTION: Investment advisory service.

MR. GRISWOLEt — investment advice.

Jf H-:
i v 

■ : l
l’ ' I

% }P V -' i*J. i"
1 ’ /■ V; ■ ]

% ■ :, 1 _
il mairket.

: .i ' - I
■y ? • -• '■ ■ v i

;■ fj

n ■■■. s •

QUESTION: And that also means they can’t act as a
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• '
i!': I c

:! > i .

trustee.

HR. GRISWOLD: And the other part of th© statute 

means they cannot act as a trust©®.

QUESTION: That normally includes giving investment

advice.

MRo GRISWOLD: It means they cannot --t as a

trustee.
fi

QUESTION: That normally includes including trans

portation advice.
jt

MR,, GRISWOLD: It often includes giving investment

advice.

QUESTION: As in Exxon, the statute here does not

prohibit the; interstate movement of articles or goods j it
■ I • Isit • . i ... 1

doesn't prohibit the flow of fiduciary services into or out of 

Florida, it limits out-of-State outlets when leave by out- 

of-State banks, trust companies and hoi-ding companies, just as 

the Maryland statute in Exxon barred interstate outlets, only 

to, producers and refiners, all of which were out of State, k-- 

MR„ GRISWOLD: Section 660.10 by itself

QUESTION: Gould I ask you a question about the

Ex'seon ease: ' There if. is stated, at least a reason whether 

on© agrees with it or not, for discriminating against the 

finders and ownership, what is the reason that Florida asserts 

for treating out-of-State banks different from way Paine,

Weber or other types of businesses that might open
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as advisory services, if any. Is there any --
It wasn't too clear in Exxon it was asserted that 

there were --
QUESTION: At least the legislature had some hearings

and cam© to a conclusion that ownership of a retail station? 
by refiners gave rise to certain kinds of discrimination that
they thought --

MS, 6RISWQiD; I think it is the problem that all of 
the States have had over the years, of trying to find a way 
to maintain control over their own banking and economic 
facilities in such a way that their assets will not be drawn 
away by ©ut-of-Sfcate operations, the Statae being led while 
the Money gods elsewhere, it is in very large measure 
a

QUESTIONs Kind of protective local capital, is 
that right?

MR. GRISWOLD: No, protect local citizens, particularly 
people who may want to borrow money to buy houses and find the 
money has gone to be lived on the Euro-dollar market, at very 
high rate® of interest.

QUESTION; Is there a greater danger of the out
flow of money from Florida if the investment advisory service 
is owned by Pain© Webber rather than soma big bunk?

QUESTION: Well —
QUESTION: 1 don't Bee the difference. I don't see
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how your explanation justifies that kind of a distinction.

MRe GRISWOLD; The history of this country is filled 

for 150 years of the struggle between national banking and 

local banicing. X think the history books show that a Chief 

Justice of this Court attained prominence because he supported 

President Jackson in opposition on behalf of the State of 

Maryland to the operations of the Bank of the United States.

This is part of that same

QUESTION: But a bank is kept out of Florida but

an investment banker isn’t.

MR. GRISWOLD: That is correct.

QUESTION: and they both give investment advice.

MRo GRISWOLD: They both give investment advice and --

QUESTION: Under this statute could a bank --

could a Florida bank acting as and giving investment services, 

could it buy some investment advice from a New York bank?

MR. GRISWOLD: Yes, so far as I can see, it could.

QUESTION: Then there is a New York bank doing business

in Florida,

MR o GRISWOLD: No.

QUESTION: selling investment advice.

MRo GRISWOLD: Mo, it is not. It doesn’t have an

office in Florida.

QUESTION: You mean under this statute New York

banks may give investment advice to Florida citizens?
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MRo GRISWOLD: They can do it by mail or telephone and 

they can send representatives into the State as long as they 

don't open an office and conduct business in the State.

QUESTION: But could they act as trustee of assets

located in Florida?

MR« GRISWOLD: Not without complying with section 

660.10, which means

QUESTION: You have to be a corporation.

MRo GRISWOLD: -- becoming incorporated in Florida.

I think it is appropriate now to move on to the 

other aspect of the case which is the fact that we have two 

strings to our ball. I have tried to argue so far that under 

Exscon there is not interstate commerce here which is adversely 

affected by this statute sufficiently to require the result 

reached below.

But there are two Federal statutes which are directly 

relevant. These Federal statutes are important not only be

cause of the text of their provision but also because they 

represent important policy determinations made by Congress 

which are relevant in determining the validity of the Florida 

statute here involved.

fhes? show that Congress made clear choices in this 

area and these should not be frustrated by opening the doors 

to minors and sappers, to use an historical phrase, in the 

form of the devices involved here which if allowed, and if
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allowed here soon extended., will allow out-of-State bank holding 
companies to do much of what they have been specifically for
bidden to do by Congress»

QUESTION: Mr. Griswold, before you move on, what
would the District Court's.decision here do to the general 
provisions in all the Sun Belt States denying reciprocity of 
admission to the bar?

MR. GRISWOLD: I haven't the slightest idea, Mr. 
Justice. There isn’t any question of reciprocity involved in 
the decision of the court below.

QUESTION: But it is a common fact that the Sun Balt
States simply refuse to admit on reciprocity where most of the 
other States don’t.

MR. GRISWOLD % But the factors involving control by 
a State over admission to the bar it seems to me are historically 
and otherwise different factors than those involved in the 
admission of foreign corporations to do business in the State, 
particularly in the light of the Federal statutory provision 
to which I as .about to r@£®r to.

The first of the statutes was the MacFadden Act 
which was passed in 1927, more then 50 years ago. It relates 
t© national banks but it ©ays that national banks have branches 
in a State except to the extent that State banks can have 
branches in the State. And it also prevents interstate branch
ing ©f national banks because branches were by that statute
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limited to States within which the national bank was situated. 

But pressure to reach out is always found in the banking area. 

That, indeed, is what this case is all about. In due course 

the effect of these limitations on banking* including the 

limitations in the laws of most of the States* lad to the 

development of a new expansive device and thus to vast growth 

in the use of bank holding companies.

By creating a corporation to own multiple banks it 

was possible to avoid limitations on branching* not only intra

state but across State lines, across many State lines. It was 

to deal with this problem that Congress passed the Bank Holding 

Company Act in 1S56 and it contains three provisions that are 

relevant hare.

The first of these is section 3(d) and that appears 

in Appendix C as 12 U0S0 Code 1842 (b). And it provides --- it 

bars any bank holding company or subsidiary from acquiring any 

additional bank located outside of the State where the holding 

company's banking subsidiaries are operating unless this is 

expressly authorised by the outside State. And here we have 

the Florida statute which says, we don't authorise* just what 

is invited by that provision.

Arid the second provision is section 4 of the Bank 

Holding Company Act r,ow found in 12 DoS,C„ 1843, in Appendix B 

at the close of the appellant's brief. The basic provision

there says, "Except as otherwise provided in this Act no bank
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holding company shall acquire direct or indirect ownership or 

control of any voting shares of any company which is not a

bank*"

And if it is said that these investment advisory 

and trust company services are not banks, Congress has said 

feh© out-of-Sfeate holding company shan’t own it.

And then finally there is section 7 of the Bank 

Holding Company Act which is in Appendix E, which broadly 

reserved to the States their powers to regulate a bank holding 

company and their subsidiaries -- the last three words are 

"and subsidiaries thereof" — as long as the State regulation 

is not inconsistent, with the Acts of Congress.

Mow, thus the basic Federal statutory scheme may ba 

stated very simply. Ho bank holding company may own a bank 

outside the home State without the outside State’s expressed 

permission.

It does not 8©3ra to me to be too difficult to construe 

this to apply to bits and pieces of banks, particularly when 

they are owned by a bank holding company and are so closely 

related to managing or controlling banks as to be a proper 

incident thereof as the Federal Reserve Board has determined.

MRo CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: We will resume there at 

1:00 o'clock* Mr. Griswold.

(Whereupon, the hearing was recessed, to reconvene 

at Is 00 o'clock p.m., the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
(1:00 PoMc)

MRo CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Mr. Griswold, you may
resume.

FURTHER ORAL ARGUMENT OF ERWIN No GRISWOLD, ESQ.,
ON BEHALF OF THE APPELLANT

MRo GRISWOLD: First, I would like to make a brief 
further answer t© what, in effect, were two questions closely 
related, from Justice Stevens.

This case does not involve a question of who makes 
& sale, of what business is done. This case involves an aspect 
©f Federalism. The difference between Paine Weber and the 
appellee here is that the appellee is a bank, a bank holding 
eorapany. And the whole history of this country for 200 years 
shows a constant struggle on the highest policital level to 
maintain the position of the States with respect to the 
handling of money. And that is what this case is about. This 
is both the Congress and the States have passed legislation 
in this area over many years. And the statutes which are 
involved here are statutos of that type.

How, I was r@forri.ng to the particular provisions 
in tha Bank Holding Company Act, the first one of which is 
that a bank holding company cannot own a bank in a State unless 
the State says it can.

The second one is that no bank holding company may
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any company which is not a bank and these things are not 
banks, this investment advisory,, and strange to say, th© trust 
business is not a bank.

And then there comes -- well, through these provisions 
Congress has formulated a national policy in this area. This 
sss© would naver have arisen were it not for an exception to 
section 4 of th© Bank Holding Company Act which is in 12 U,S0C0 
1843(e)(8) and is printed on page D2, Appendix D of the 
appellant’s brief. And it says "And such prohibition shall 
not with respect to any other bank holding company apply to 
shares of any company, the activities of which the Board" — 

that is th© Federal Reserve Board -- "after new notica an 
opportunity for hearing as determined by order or regulation 
to b@ so closely related to banking or managing or controlling 
banks as to bo a proper incident thereto. „

How* the appellees contend that in substance by this 
exception Congress has undone much of what it so clearly did 
and intended to do In th© basic parts of the very same statute.

I do not think that this exception needs to be 
construed or should be construed to authorize any such result, 
to authorise, in effect, th© introduction of a new cutting edge 
of expansion from outside th© State, when the whole tenor of 
the statute and its history shows that the basic policy choice 
made by Congress was t© protect the States from expansion by 
outside bank holding companies, except to the extent that the
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State chose to authorise such expansion.
The basic policies established by Congress are 

clear, no bank outside the State, no subsidiary which is not 
a bank. This gives color to and helps to define the scope of 
the exemption given in (c)(6). To use the words used by the 
Court in another text, these basic -- in another context, those 
basic prohibitory provisions provide emanations which help 
to determine the intent of Congress which was expressed in 
CO (8) .

My suggestion is that (c)(8) can be given full 
seep© and effect by construing it to have territorial 
limitation, that (c){8) authorises the Board to authorise a 
bank holding company to own a corporation which is not a ban3c, 
to provide services to the bank holding company in a State 
where the bank holding company is authorised to own a bank.
But that if should not be construed in a wide open way to 
authorise the bank holding company to proceed into other States, 
all other State's without limitation.

QUESTION: Was that the basis — is that the
construction the Board put on it?

MR0 GRISWOLD: The Board has not ~~ the Board 
considered this case up to the point where Florida passed the 
statuta and then the Board said because Florida says we

i
can't go there, wo will not authorize it.

QUESTXOMs That is your position.
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MRo GRISWOLDs I believe that the
QUESTION: Is it now your position?
MR o GRISWOLD: I believe that the Board has authorized

some bank holding companies to have a subsidiary outside the 
Stata. I am contending the Board was wrong.

QUESTION; The Board might do this in a State that 
didn’t prevent it.

MRo GRISWOLD; It might do it in a State which 
didn't prevent it.

QUESTION; And you would say that it didn't in a 
State that did prevent it, it was right.

MRo GRISWOLD; In a State ---
QUESTION; You would say the Board was quite right 

then in denying permission heree because Florida prevented 
it.

MRo GRISWOLD; Yes, I would say they were but I 
would also say that the Board has no power under this statute, 
if properly construed, because the statute ought to be 
construed to authorise the Board to allow these subsidiary 
assisting factors only in States where the bank holding company 
needs those factors in order to carry out its banking business 
ia those States.

QUESTION; So you are disagreeing the administrative 
construction of this action.

MR o GRISWOLD s Not there never has been a clear
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administrative construction by way of

QUESTION: But you said you thought the Board x?as

wrong, a moment ago.

MRo GRISWOLDs I think that in those cases where the 

Board has authorised this outside of the State where there is 

a bank that properly considered judicial authority might hold 

if the Board was wrong.

As Justice Cardoso said in the Panama Refining case, 

the meaning of the statute is to be looked for not in any 

single section but in all the parts together and in their 

relation to the end in view.

And 1 would call attention to the fact that in the 

recent case of See v Boyle involving jurisdiction of appeals 

from the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, this Court 

did exactly that; it applied a territorial limitation to a 

statute which was otherwise quite clear.

Accordingly-, we think that the judgment below was 

erroneous and should be reversed.

MRo CHIEF JUSTICE BURGERs Mr. Warden.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF JOHN Lo WARDEN, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF THE APPELLEES

MR a WARDEN: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please

the Court:

X should pcint out initially that the statutory

provision that Dean Griswold was just referring to, which is
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at D~2 of the Appendix, the red brief, contains no territorial 

limitation. It has newer been construed by the Board to 

contain the limitation that Dean Griswold contends should be 

read into it. Indeed, until a few minutes ago I wasn't aware 

that that argument was being made in this case. And if that 

construction is adopted by the Court, with no basis whatsoever, 

it will result in invalidating literally hundreds of 

substantial acquisitions made by bank holding companies with 

the approval of the federal Reserve Board, not disturbed by 

any judicial proceeding, for many years.

QUESTION': What do you say? I suppose you will gat

to it, but what would you say tha Board's error was in denying 

permission here?

MRo WARDEN Well, Mr. Justice White, the Board has 

construed this Court's decision in Whitney as requiring it 

to give effect to State law in ruling on applications, whatever 

the eonstutionality of the State law. In other words, it will 

not determine the constitutional question. It remids the 

parties to the Court for that purpose, which is why this case 

was instituted in a three-judge District Court in Florida and 

brought up hero as it has been.

So the Board's final action was: We would have 

approved or we would likely have approved this application 

but for the recent hastily enacted Florida statute.

QUESTION: Do you think the Eoard also -- or perhaps
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it didn't ~~ you don't think there is any element in the 
Board's decision that — to the effect that Congress consented 
to the kind of Florida statute?

MRe. WARDEN: No, 1 do not.
The Court noted in its opinion in Whitney that the 

Board had at that poist considered that section 7 of the 
Bank Holding Company Act permitted States to preclude the 
doing of business by hank holding companies entirely, to 
preclude that form of commercial organization. We don51 have 
to reach that question in this case, for since Florida 
permits the doing of business by bank holding companies it 
permits that form of commercial organization.

But I don't believe there is any indication that 
the boar roads so at i on 7 as perf.it ting an otherwise 
unconstitutional 7iscrinin ition against out-of-State firms.

QUESTIOos Well, it is if Congress permitted
iRp WARDEN: No. I said "an otherwise," and they 

:.o 7 :;r o ' .v • :;tion 7 os courtituhing a congressional valida.-- 
lion of otherwise unconstitutional discrimination against 

"7 c f"7te.'-.G firms. 1 kne > of no suggestion to that effect 
7; the Board's opinion. And they make no such allusion in 
their opinion in this cns2.

7;-i contly, I world 7i7.o to note that with respect
\

to the question of whether interstate commerce is involved 
in this car : at all, which Dean Griswold addressed, I do not
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.1 ce that contrition mads in thft brief filed, ca behalf of
/

the appellant. And the fact that the business that Bankers 
Trust proposes to engage in would be conducted in interstate 
commerce was not disputed by Florida before the three-judge 
District Court and, in fact, was conceded.

QUESTION: Let me — 1 just want to clear up one
more, point.

Do you think the Board has addressed either way the 
question of congressional consent?

MR. WARDEN: To this sort of statute, I do not.
QUESTION: So you can't rely on Board construction

h a t tb. a re ino aon sa n c .
MR, V. tit S h : fall, that is correct. And I mu is t say

as I shall approach that part of the 
argument late:;, chat there is . y read for administrative 
expertise in let- rrlrir , that question.

QUESTION: I know you don't.

u: you said there is no need for 

■ ■ inis tr stirs expertise, you mean you donc t rely on assy pra
se tics: ctrino ur.der the Bank Holding Company Act. You

i ly rely on that are called reverse commerce clauses from 
this Court?

MR. WARDEN: That :!a correct.

ION: commerc

grants Congress the authority to regulate commerce among
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several States.
HRo WARDEN: Well, that is correct, Your Honor, but

the consistent line of authority in this Court has been that 
it has negative implications of its own force for State 
statutes that discriminate against interstate commerce.
There was no Federal statute involved, for example, in 
Philadelphia v. New Jersey, at least of which X am aware. 
had I believe that Dean Griswold has conceded in his brief 
on behalf of the Conference of State Bank Supervisors at 
page 4, that the commerce clause has exactly the same scope 
when relied upon to strike down discriminatory State: 
regulation as when relied upon to justify affirmative 
cangress iona 1 r.3gulaiioa .

briefly on the interstate commesce 
hi. ; hi . three-' vw'ge court addressed directly the 

question c::: thn corn el for the State of Florida below of 
another the da land-",.no made any serious contention, and I 

quote that, that Bankers -'rust would not be engaged in inter - 
"tata corra 3roe in th . business it proposes to conduct and 
coir:..:.:! realist and 1 quote: "The defendant does not."

I might add that a New York-based financial 
institution operating these businesses in Florida by means 
of local offices liroetcd from New York and effecting the 
flow of capital fundo into the national capital market is 
inescapably involved in interstate commerce.
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'Ci ■ second / 1 would like to make is that this

case doss not involve banking or any issue of competitive 

quality between State and national banks or any question of the 

dua 1 regu.1 ation of b?.nks.

The distinction between the business of banking and 

the businesses here involved, trust services and investment 

advisory services, is recognized not only in the Bank Holding 

Company Act by Congress, which I shall address in a moment, 

but right on the face of Florida statute, section 659.141, 

which expressly discusses as discreet businesses the business 

of banking, the trus . iness and investment advisory 

services.

■ lxOH: They might be lesser included offenses 

though, mightn’t they?

MR, WARDEN 1 think not.

As we pointed out in our brief, Your Honor, banks 

tight do trv-.at businesses and investment advisory businesses, 

lot so so many other .sots of commercial institutions.

QUESTION: let they are not unrelated to banking.

MR, WARDEN. They are not. unrelated to banking.

QUESTION: Otherwise, it may be your clients wouldn't

be interested.

MR, WARDEN: That is quite right. And otherwise 

the .ral Reserve wouldn't

QUESTION: I beg your pardon?
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IRo WARDEN : -- an indication of that. But I point
out that not.only the Paine Weber8s engaged in investment
advisory services, but other forms of non-deposit trust
companies such as what we propose to set up here, engage in

*

trust services? and so do natural persons who have no banking 
powers whatsoever. I think we used the illustration in our 
brief the manufacturer of aircraft doesn't become the 
manufacturer of automobiles because it is carried on by 
General Motors.

'■low, I should also point out, because I thought it 
might have been unclear, while I am talking about 659.141, 
that that statute itself bars us both from the investment 
advisory business an 1 from the trust business, irrespective 
of 650, because 659.141 keeps us out whether we have a locally 
incorporated subsidiary or open an office of an out-of-State 
s ubsidiary.

QUESTION: kb 11, Mr. Warden if —
MR,. WARDEN: Yes, sir.

QUESTION: ™- if the District Court was correct in
ii unconstitutional, why would we have to go

ahe agreed with them, just for purposes of
till have to go ahead and consider

the other statute; and if so, why?
MR o WARDEN: I think you would", Mr. Justice Stevens, 

because as Dean Griswold suggested in his brief ? it appears
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that the-, law or court ray have read 660.10 ass of its own force 

precluding Bankers Trust New York Corporation Holding Company 

from complying with its terms by incorporating a local 

subsidiary. Now, the statute doesn’t say that on its face.

QUESTION; Well, then why should a Federal court 

assume — you know you certainly don’t strain to give the 

statute, an unconstitutional reading.

MR, WARDENs Absolutely not, Your Honor,but Florida 

has not yet represented or conceded in this proceeding that 

the statute will not be 30 construed and enforced if Florida 

does so or if this Court rules that that is not what the 

statute means. Than section 660.10 insofar as that was tha 

as J - c to fca

x e a c h e d b y i; h i s C o v. r t.
»

QUESTION: Wellf the Florida courts have never had

an opportunity to interpret the law. Their District Court 

originally abstained and you appealed, saying they shouldn't 

have abstained.

HR. W&RD3H s Well , at that point Bankers Trust took 

the position that the re was- nothing unclear about this 

statute.

But to say that Florida hasn't yet

conceded, very likely the Executive branch in Florida or the

!tata banking authorities aren't in 

a position tv rake the final determination . That is for the
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Plorida courts I would think.

MR, WARDENS If I may- Your Honor, I think that If 

the lower court did construe the statute the way Dean Griswold 

suggested it may have, the lower court clearly erred. In that 

question the State law is,so clear that it should be disposed 

of by this Court.

QUESTION: You are talking about —

MR. WARDEN: But that is .

QUESTION: -- 660.10.

MRo WARDEN - Yu: I am, Mr. Justice Stewart.

.But that would be a. necessary part of this Court’s 

decision if it is going to set aside the declaration below 

that 660.3.0 is con -rtitutional on the ground that it prevents 

: ■ v it::- on E- re:» Banters trust from corny lying with it.

But let me

•It is a suggestion that ws would know

more about the Florida, law than the District Court.

r.0ifl; Well, it is a suggestion, if you please 

Justice White, tlat you can read statutes.

QUESTION: Well, that is in the District Court.

MRo WARDEN: In this cas: yes.

to law, it is a matter

of State law.

h.Ko WARDEN • in thxs particular instance, yes, Your

Honor
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that part

QUESTION: So you

MR o WARDEN: But I

QUESTION: You are

of the case.

might add, Mr. Justice White, 

suggesting you should lose on

MRo WARDEN: No, I am not suggesting we should lose 

on that part of the case. I am going to get to another aspect 

of that statute in just a moment.

But the decision below need not be affirmed on that 

basis if this Court construes the statute not to operate as 

it may have been thought to operate by the District Court. 

There will nonetheless remain the' effect of 660.10 on Bankers 

Trust's New York subsidiaries which conduct a large trust 

business and are pra f.ud w by that statute from themselves

:utor or testamentary trustee, even without 

a local office, of a Florida resident, even when named in 

his will as such.

Now, this result I don't think can be justified — 

Perhaps I understood Dean Griswold -- 

'll ; t l\n suggest that this statuta didn't prevent an outside

tag business across the state 

■JR0 WARDEN: I didn't hear Dean Griswold suggest.

that statute contains --

QUESTION: I will

MR0 WARDEN: — some exceptions.

QUESTION: He speaks for himself. I will rely on th
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transcript.
MRo WARDEN. But it says in tbs first paragraph that 

only locally incorporated banks and trust companies and 
national banking associations having trust powers may do the 
following “within this State, and that includes acting as 
testamentary trustee.

QUESTION2 Suppose that 660.10 , if that provision 
had bee:.-., construed to permit oufc-of-State corporations directly 
to give investment advice in a State, either through a local 
office or without a local office, on the telephone or by 
mail: the District C: rc might have had a different idea about 
the other statute he r oot ; there might be a way where if they 
could do business thin ray it wouldn’t .be so burdensome on 
intersfcafco commerce.

ton ' t think that 660.10 can be read
♦

as or of ing with any fling other than a requirement, of local 
incorporati w?. don't think it can possibly be read to

>ri it sorporations from doing the ve:cy business
it says they can’t do.

/

O U E S T10N; Y ©s. /
MR. '"“htli And even if it were so read, as 1

mentioned a minuto a yo» 659.141 of its own force, by its 
plain language prove.;fa the doing of these businesses in 
Florida b3? out ho3

ithrough local subsidiaries.
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QUEST ION; As you read 650.10 simply as requiring 

an. cKs^n'io!.* sr a administrator or the these other named 

offices be local; that is incorporated or qualified in Florida, 

it is not too unusual a provision, is it? Don’t many States 

in their probate law or decedents law require that the 

guardian or the administrator of a decedent’s estate be a 

local corporation or a local resident?

MR', WARD: ; Mr. Justice Stewart, there are 

approximately ten or so such statutes

QUESTIONs In ten or more States.

MRc WARDEN: Yes.

.Is pointed out in the Conference of Stata Supervisors’ 

brief there are fewer now than there were in years past. And 

I ■right ilvoi ir. ' Mr. r. Hr 11, a District Court in Florida

dacisic: tret ye;r. \\p;o. MM, the District Court

atute that limited to close relatives 

out- “-itate individuals who could act as fiduciaries in 

'Morida, basing its '-cirio: not on the privileges and 

immunities' rights of the fiduciaries but on the basic and 

'tow - ertc.l right of the testator to name his. own fiduciary.

QtiSyiON: You say that was a District Court?

MR, WARDEN. Yes, and that was not appealed by'the

State.

constitutional provision did the

'iotrici C. or. i:.. fch ri case?
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t> process clause, Your Honor.

QUESTION; Life, liberty, property?

MR« WARDED: The District Court said that selecting 

a fiduciary to manage ora's property was a fundamental part 

of human liberty protected by the due process clause.

QUESTION; And that this had been taken away without 

due process of law?

it ....... i ...'to ......

was legislation enacted by the State

legislature.

33o WAUDllf: Taut is: correct.

QUESTIOT: And that was not due process of law?

MRo i'AR.ruN; u.iat is correct, that was the holding,

Yov.r Honor.

■ " .if you suggest suppose the Uistrict

Court had stricken down 560.10 and then said that we needs't 

reach the ether sec tic. 21.

* 3 # they >uld reach

Justice White.

Q O B S TIO H: Bee a u s e t h a t

MR» vh nefu r That covers both businesses , investment 

rrsory and tract a .d. cf its am force ccasidered apart iron

Trust from doing busi 

QUESTION: In any form.

MRo WARDEN; In any form.
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QUESTION s Across State line, by telephone, by

lette r.

MR, WARDEN: No, no, no, I beg your pardon -- 

prevents their maintaining a local office in Florida.

QUESTION: That is right. But it could still do

business across a State line?

MR. WARDEN: Yes.

QUESTION: As far as that section --

MRp WARDEN: It doesn't preclude using a, telephone 

or sanding people down by airplane.

QUESTION: Or acting as trustee?

MR, WARDEN; No, I do not believe it does, Your 

Honorf 660.10 does that.

QUESTION: Yes, sir. Exactly.

QUESTION: Mr. Warden, I am still a little puzzled

about the two statutes.

Assuming we hold the first statute, affirm the 

District Court on the first statute, has the second statute 

hurt your client -- I mean the appellee here, in any way, 

because they haven't tried to form a subsidiary, or have 

they? And --

MRo WARDEN: It has been stipulated that but for 

659.1. 1 and 660.10 if considered of its own force to have that 

effect, Bankers Trust would apply to incorporate a local 

subsidiary.
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QUESTION: If we read 660.10 the way you suggest the

plain language indicates, there is no harm to the client and 

no reason to reach the constitutionality of a statute which 

says you have got to be locally incorporated.

MR» WARDEN: That is correct as to the principal 

issue tried below,, which was Bankers Trust attempt to open a 

local office in Florida.

QUESTION: Right.

ME. WARDEN: That statute will, however, continue

©£ its own force to prevent Bankers Trust New York operating 

a subsidiary.

QUESTION: But there is no evidence they have ever

tried to do anything themselves, is there?

MR. WARDEN: There is not, Your Honor. There is, 

however, a stipulation that the enforcement of the statutes 

and each of them has caused Bankers Trust Haw York Corporation 

economic injury.

QUESTION: Do you think that is enough to Require us

to face the constitutionality of tbs statute that says 

in order to engage in trust business you have got to be locally

chartered?

MR. WARDEN: Wall, that is the stata of the record, 

Mr. Justice Stevens.

Now, if 1 may proceed with ray basic constitutional 

point, the statutes that Florida here seeks to sustain
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in fact ©ii their face t the simple economic protection as the 
Court held invalid per s® two terms ago in Philadelphia v.
Blew Jersey. Florida has not sought by these statutes to 
regulate bank holding companieal in a way that is even- 
handed on its face but in operation discriminates against 
interstate firms.

The so-called regulation here in issue affects only 
firms not based in Florida and it does not regulate them. It 
prohibits them absolutely from providing the services in 
question in Florida.

The Exxon case ijpon which the opponents pise© their 
principal reliance simply does not stand for the proposition 
that the commerce clause allows a State to exclude some but not 
all out-of“State firms as out-of-State firms. The barrier in 
Exxon was not against interstate firms but against vertically 
integrated firms, Maryland based or otherwise. This Court 
expressly noted 437 U.S. at 126 that Maryland’s statutory 
scheme did not. "distinguish between in-State and out-of-State 
companies in a retail market."

Florida's statutory scheme , in stark contrast, does 
nothing but distinguish between in-State and out-of-State 
companies in those markets.

Florida has acted not to preclude the doing of 
certain business by bank holding companies but to preclude 
out-of-Stat® bank holding companies from doing business in
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Florida.

Secondly, Hughes v. Oklahoma did not overrule or 

limit Phi.lad-alpha v. New Jersey, it cited the case with 

approval. and as our briefs note, the first point of the

Hughes three-point test incorporates the holding in
/

Philadelphia and says that at the very least in the case of 

a statute discriminating on its face the State has the burden 

to justify, under strict scrutiny, a nondiscriminatory local 

purpose in the absence of noadiseriminatory alternatives.

Florida has done neither.

As to the supposed need to protect the people of 

Florida from some undefined menace ©f large financial companies, 

it is sufficient to say that the statutory scheme doss not 

even make a pretense of doing so.

QUESTION: But doesn't the statute single out banks,

at least

MR. WARDENs It single out bank holding companies. 

QUESTION:; Yes.

MR. WARDEN: Out-of-State bank holding companies. 

QUESTION. Yes, but it doesn't single out other 

kinds of out™of-State; companies, holding companies or other-

wise *
MR. WARDEN: No, but our argument, Mr. Justice White, 

is that undor the decisions^of this Court Florida is required 

to treat similarly situate local corporations and out-of-state
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corporations similarly unless it justifies, under strict 

scrutiny, soma legitimate nonprotectionist reason for doing 

so.
QUESTIONs Wall, what about in Exxon, out-of-State 

companies that weren't refiners but who were engaged in the 

distribution of gasoline could own local stations?

MRp WARDEN; That is correct, Mr. Justice.

QUESTION; They just picked out refiners.

MR. WARDEN; Picked out refiners. This statute
e

doesn't pick out bank holding companies, it picks out out-of- 

State bank holding companies. Florida permits the holding 

company fora? ©£ commercial --

QUESTION; Well, it just so happened there weren't

any local refiners in Maryland.
Mile WARDEN; That is entirely correct.

QUESTIONIt picked out-cf-Stafc® refiners.
MR. WARDEN; That is a lasser included part of the 

class, a® a matter of fact it was the entire class but that 

needn’t remain so when the statute on its fas© attached no 

significance to being an interstate firm or an out-of-State 

fir®*

QUESTION; It wasn't the entire class of 

out-of-State', however? there wares some out-of-state retailers

MR»’ WARDEN; Not refiners.

QUESTIONS — distributors who did not produce or
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refine.

MR® WARDEN! ¥as, who were permitted to continue to 

operate. As the Court said, as I quoted a minute ago, the 

statute does not distinguish between in-State and out-of-State 

dealers in the retail market.

This statute does distinguish between in-State and 

out-o£“• S1ate bank holding companies.

QUESTION: It isn’t a regulation of banking in a

sensa, because it doesn't affect local banks.

MR® WARDEN; No, it is a preclusion of the doing of 

interstate commerce.

QUESTION; If your argument is valid, a State which 

did not permit bank holding company“type of operation could 

do what Florida is trying to do here.

MRo WARDEN; That is a much stronger case for the 

State, Mr» Justice Stevens,but X would submit that is not this 

ease. But 1 would submit that in such a situation, if local 

banks were allowed to engage in the trust and investment 

advisory business, say, the solo effect of such a statute 

would he to proclude out-of-Stata competition in the trust and 

investment advisory businesses which Congress has recognised 

are net the business of banking and therefore are not within 

th© consent that is given to the state to exclude multi-state 

banking.

QUESTION; But under
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MRo IfAHDENs That is not this case.

QUESTION; If 1 understood Mr. Griswold correctly, 

so what you should look at is not just eut-of-State banks 

©r bank holding companies but all out-of-State concerns that 

want to enter the investment advisory service market. As in 

Exxon you look at tha whole investment advisory service market 

and say keeping out a few New York banks isn’t going -- there 

is. no proof that will affect that market because there is 

Fain© Weber and others who may come in. That is what I. under * 

stood his argument to be.

MB'».' WARDEN; Well, there is no evidentiary record 

to support the contention that this has a de minimus effect 

©.ad the State had tha burden of establishing that,given the 

discrimination on the fas® of the statute.

But in any avent, 1 don’t think that is the commerce 

clause test under this Court’s decision. I think that the 

commerce clause requires that like in-State firms be treated 

the same ns like out-of"State firms.

QUESTION: You ©ay that in Exxon if Maryland had

said local, refiners, if there were some, may own stations; but 

out-of-Stats refiners may not.

MRo WARDEN: That would have been stricken*

QUESTICHs That is his case.

MR* WARDEN: Y©8.

How, tha kind ©f rationalisations presented here by
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Florida to support this statute, were rejected 1 hope 

©as© and for all -- when Mr, Justice Cardoso said in Baldwin 

v. GoUo Seeiig 294 U«S0 at 123, to gi*\?e entrance to that 

excuse would he to invite a speedy end of our national 

solidarity. The Constitution was framed under the dominion 

©£ a political philosophy loss parochial in range.

Sow £ would like to turn t© the contention that 

Congress has consented to this discrimination.

The' meaning ©£ section 3 fd| is clear on its face,
• * *

| | (

that is the first of the provisions of the Bank Holding Company 

Act to which 'Dean Griswold referred, it precludes acquisition 

by holding companies of banks across State lines absent 

affirmative legislative consent by the affected State.

In. section 2 Cc) of the act Congress has defined a 

bank, in accordance with ccsaos understanding, to be an 

institution 'that accepts demand deposits and makes commercial 

loans*

QUESTION: Wher@ are you reading frost?

ME* WARDEN; That is section 2(c) of the ~~
QUESTION1: Is that in the —
HR» WARDEN 5 Bank Holding Company Act.

QUESTION: Is that Appendix C or D or —

MR* WARDEN; Well, its — 1 haven’t printed it in

there --

QUESTION: It is in your brief -- sorry —
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MB @ WARD EH : That, wasn’t printed as on® ©£ the 

statutas in the Appendix.

QUESTION: Yeu suggestad --

MRo WARDEN: That is printed at pagas 15 and 16 of 

©us brief on tie merits, December 19, the yellow —

QUESTION: Right. 2 have it.

MR„ WARDEN: l feellov© you have it, the appellees'1 

brie£ there.
QUESTION: That Is right,
MR» WARDEN: That is the Clearing House brief.

QUESTION: Oh, yes, you are not an appellee; you are 

also a stand in.

MRo WARDEN: Right, leas Honor.

New, this case, a©-2 said at the outset, doesn’t 

involve the organisation or acquisition of a bank by anyone 

anywhere. Indeed, that definition was amended by the Congress 

ia 18S6 to read — well not quite as it now reads, it was 

amended again in *70, But it was specifically amended in 19S6 

to remove nondeposit trust companies , which is what we are 

concerned with here. It never included investment advisory 

organisations.

had the reason it was removed — it was amended to 

remove nondoposit trust companies is stated in the Senate Report 

on the 8if Amendments at page 7 as follows:

"The purpose of the Act was to restrain undue
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concentration of control of commercial bank credit and to 

prevent abuse by a holding company of its control over this 

type ©f credit.” 1 am paraphrasing? the certain institutions 

which @r© included now n©©& not be included to achieve that 

Therefore we are redefining "bank" to exclude 

institutions like nondepoeit trust companies.

X @@@ that ay times is up, I have two brief 

additional points* if X may, Mr. Chief Justice.

Milo CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER s You can complete it in 

on© sain ate.

MS'. WARDENs Thank you.

Section 4 to which Dean Griswold referred confers 

a© powers on any State* That is the section that confer® on 

the Federal Reservo Board the power to approve transaction© 

such as the ©no that Bankers Trust wishes t© engage in.

Section 71 on which he ala© r©li@s* is on its face a negation 

of affirmative preemption. It is not a consent to th© exercise 

of otherwise unconstitutional State legislative powers. It 

says this Act shall not bo construed to preempt it. It doesn't 

say th® commerce clause shall fee.

QUESTION: Let me ask you: If the holding company

here * if th© New Tori", holding company had wanted to acquire a 

hns&k in Florida* you would agree Florida could keep it out?

ME® WARDEN: Florida is empowered "under —

QUESTION: Even if Florida holding companies may own
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banks!

MR0 WARDEN: Yes, in fast a holding company is a 

bank holding company only because it owns a bank.

QUESTION* Yes, exactly.

MJJo WAEDEHs But Congress has in the Bank Holding 

Company Act given not just consent to such State legislation, 

it has itself affirmatively declared 

QUESTION: That is right.

HSU WARDEN: And SO —

QUESTION: So Florida has a choica ©f either

discriminating against foreign holding companies or not.

MR* WARDEN: That is right.

Congress says affirmatively prohibit ~~

QUESTION: That is right.

MR, WARDEN — multi-state bank acquisitions by
I

© bank holding company if --

QUESTIONs If the State law permits it.

MR, WARD: — absent an affirmative State —

QUESTION: all right, Florida could permit or it may

prevent it.

MR. WARDEN: As far as the business of banking is

banking is concerned.

QUESTION * Exactly *

MR* WARDEN: Congress has not granted that permission 

as far as any other business is concerned.
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Thank yon.
MRs CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Thank you, 

The eases is submitted.
gentlemen.
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